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PROJECT OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
OVERALL OBJECTIVE
To contribute to the
sustainable reintegration of
returnees and the progressive
achievement of Goal 10.7 to
facilitate orderly, safe, regular
and responsible migration and
mobility of people, including
through the implementation
of planned and well-managed
policies

Project Overview
Duration: 2017 - 2022
Funded by: European Union
Lead Ministries: Ministry of
Expatriates Welfare and Overseas
Employment (MoEWOE) and
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA)

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

01

Irregular migrants returning to Bangladesh are sustainably reintegrated

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

02

The capacities of the Government of Bangladesh and other migration
actors are strengthened to manage migration at central and local levels
and to ensure reintegration of irregular migrants

In line with

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE

Implementing Partner: BRAC

03

Returnees, potential migrants, families and community are empowered to
make informed decisions about migration and adopt regular, safe, orderly
and responsible migration behaviours including remittance management

Service Coverage: 64 Districts
of Bangladesh

HIGHLIGHTS
Unique
beneficiaries
assisted with
reintegration
support

Persons engaged
through digital
media

Persons reached
through awareness
raising activities

3,151

1,424,550
This Project is led by
Government of the
People's Republic of Bangladesh
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In Partnership with
BRAC
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SUSTAINABLE REINTEGRATION
PERSONS REACHED WITH IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE

RETURNEES SCREENED AND PROFILED

Immediate Assistance at Airport

EU

Cumulative

Cumulative

564

Men: 554
Women: 10

2,854

Immediate Assistance at Community Level

Non-EU

Cumulative

Cumulative

468

Men: 420
Women: 48

1,112

Men: 2,740
Women: 114

Men: 1,103
Women: 09

Total Number Assisted

Total Number Screened

Cumulative

Cumulative

1,032

Men: 974
Women: 58

3,966

Men: 3,843
Women: 123

PERSONS REACHED WITH REINTEGRATION ASSISTANCE

SOCIAL

433 (424 Men; 9 Women)

PSYCHOSOCIAL

1,272 (1,245 Men; 27 Women)

ECONOMIC

2,963 (2,869 Men; 94 Women)

*The overall number of unique project beneficiary is not equal to the total of the figures as some beneficiaries received a combination of social, psychosocial, and
economic assistance and are therefore counted multiple times.

TOTAL NUMBER OF UNIQUE BENEFICIARIES: EU: 2,373

TRANSIT COUNTRIES: 778

TOTAL: 3,151

INDIVIDUAL REINTEGRATION ASSISTANCE PROVIDED

Tailored Reintegration Plans Developed
Psychosocial Reintegration Support

Cumulative

3,930

Economic Reintegration Support

Men: 3,808
Women: 122

Social Reintegration Support

Enrolled for Counseling

Received In-kind Assistance

Received Medical Treatment

Cumulative

Cumulative

Cumulative

1,364

Men: 1,334
Women: 30

2,600

Men: 2,511
Women: 89

Completed Planned Counseling Sessions

Received Skill Trainings

Cumulative

Cumulative

1,275

Men: 1,248
Women: 27

1,572

Enrolled in Community Enterprise

Cumulative

Cumulative

Men: 10
Women: 00

501

Cumulative

288

13

Men: 283
Women: 05

Received Documentation and Other
Social Service Support

Men: 496
Women: 05

Cumulative

Received Financial and Job Linkage
Referral Services
Cumulative

Men: 70
Women: 03

Referred for Social Reintegration
Support

Men: 1,549
Women: 23

Received Trauma Counseling and Psychiatric Treatment

10

73

238

Men: 234
Women: 04

Men: 13
Women: 00

STAKEHOLDER COORDINATION AND SENSITIZATION EVENTS
District, Upazila and Union Level Workshops

Migration Forum Meetings

District Coordination Committee Meetings

Cumulative

Cumulative

Cumulative

590

1,017
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385 Returnees Receive Economic Reintegration Support
The project provides economic reintegration assistance to migrants who have returned from European Union (EU) Member States and
selected transit countries. In September 2022, 385 returnees received economic reintegration support under the Prottasha project
provided through the project’s 10 reintegration service centres (RSCs). The support included in-kind assistance, skill training, community
enterprise, referral services, and job linkage.
Cumulatively, 2,963 returnees have received economic reintegration support under the Prottasha project since 2017.

MIGRATION GOVERNANCE
Building Capacity to Mitigate Malpractices in Labour Migration - 47 Executive Magistrates Receive Training
In September 2022, IOM Bangladesh, in collaboration with the Ministry of Expatriates' Welfare and Overseas Employment (MoEWOE)
organized training for the Executive Magistrates to enhance their capacity to mitigate malpractices in labour migration. The training was
based on a comprehensive module developed and supported by IOM under the Prottasha project.
The main objective of the training was to enhance the understanding of the Executive Magistrates of related laws and policies relevant to
conducting mobile courts to strengthen their functionality. The training sessions were facilitated by officials from the Ministry and its
related agencies and legal experts commissioned by IOM. A total of 47 Executive Magistrates from Khulna, Rangpur, Rajshahi, Barishal,
Sylhet, and Chittagong divisions attended the training. With this, the project has trained executive magistrates all across the country. Dr.
Ahmed Munirus Saleheen, Secretary of the MoEWOE, in his opening remarks, appreciated this initiative with the aim to mitigate irregular
practices and encouraged refresher courses in the future.
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AWARENESS RAISING
District Migration Coordination Committee Meetings and Workshops Held in six Districts
In June 2022, District Migration Coordination Committee
(DMCC) meetings and workshops on Sustainable Reintegration
and Awareness Raising on Safe Migration were held in six districts.
The DMCC meetings facilitated discussions on inter-agency
coordination at the local level to ensure migrants, returnees, and
their families have access to necessary services through referrals.
The workshops developed the capacity and knowledge of
committee members to ensure they can better provide services
and information to migrants and their families.
Through the Prottasha project, the Government of Bangladesh has
been supported to establish DMCCs in 10 districts. The
Committees are made up of relevant government and
non-government actors working on migration and reintegration
service delivery at the district level.

COMMUNICATIONS AND VISIBILITY
COMMUNICATIONS PRODUCTS DEVELOPED

September
13

Cumulative
839

PERSONS REACHED
THROUGH

SOCIAL MEDIA

September

23,270

22,539

675

56

Cumulative

8,830,252

7,593,257

359,712

877,283

FACEBOOK

NUMBER OF NEWS REPORTS PRODUCED BY MEDIA

YOUTUBE

September Cumulative
00
890

To view the content,
click here:

To view the content,
click here:

https://cutt.ly/XBDszqs

https://cutt.ly/JBDstPl
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Ruma Breaks Barriers and stands strong once again.
She remains an inspiration to all.
Ruma Begum married Amir Matubbar in her home village of
Mostafapur in Sadar Upazila of Madirpur district when she was 14
years old. After one year of marriage, Amir was tragically killed in
an accident. At that time Ruma was pregnant and the sudden loss
of her husband had a severe mental impact on her. Not only had
she lost her life partner, but she also felt hopeless and lost herself,
not knowing how she would survive in the world as a single
mother with limited means. She saw no option but to move back
to her childhood hometown and live with her parents.
After the birth of Rabiul Matubbar, her son, Ruma had trouble
remaining engaged and connected with her husband’s family.
Though she made great efforts, they were unwilling to support or
include her in family matters. As her son grew, it became even
more difficult for Ruma to feel part of Amir’s family. When the
child was old enough, Ruma tried to earn some money working as
a tailor. Though she worked hard for long hours and was a
relatively skillful seamstress, as she had no formal qualification her
income was never enough to meet her small family’s needs. Many
within the community regarded her to be cursed, as a young
single-mother and widow. Her parents suggested that she get
married a second time. While Ruma contemplated this option, she
decided against it as she thought it would not be in the interest of
Rabiul.
Overtime, Ruma’s determination to move away from Bangladesh
grew, as she thought of starting a new life aboard would benefit
both her and Rabiul. Finally, in 2014, through a middleman she
entered into a sham marriage contract with Babu Mrinal, a
Bangladeshi national who held permanent residency in Italy. The
arrangement was designed to facilitate her migration to Italy in
exchange for BDT 800,000. Ruma accepted his offer and made an
initial payment of BDT 500,000 – with the remainder to be paid
later.

In 2018, Ruma flew to Italy and met Babu as soon as she arrived,
in accordance with the agreement. However, at this point the
contractual arrangement started to turn sour, and Babu decided
he would like to take Ruma as his “real” wife, to live with him and
tend to domestic duties. Given that they were already legally
married, Ruma found it difficult to refuse this even though she was
repulsed by the idea.
According to Italian legislation, Babu and Ruma were required to
present themselves at the townhall in front of a magistrate to
finalize Ruma’s residency papers. Babu, now in a position of power
over Ruma, refused to go to the local authority to validate the
documents unless she agreed to continue this marriage.
Ruma did not accept this and refused to continue the
sham-marriage. As a result, she ended up living as an
undocumented migrant in Italy. In desperation, Ruma reached out
to distant relatives who also lived in Italy. But unfortunately, they
feared that they would get into trouble by trying to help her.
Ruma then decided to go to Milan to look for a job. She knew
people from Mostafapur had settled there at one point. She got
some casual work tailoring in Milan, but as soon as her employer
discovered she was an irregular migrant, she was let go.
After some persuasion by her family and friends in Mostafapur,
Ruma decided to return to Bangladesh. She turned herself in to
local authorities and they arranged for her to be returned in 2019.
Once Ruma returned to her hometown, she was unable to even
imagine how she could possibly start building a future for herself.
She had returned with considerable debt and was not coping with
the pressure of paying for Rabiul’s education.
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Ruma commented that, "Despite spending over BDT 800,000, luck
was not on my side. I could have achieved more if I had remained
in Bangladesh and used the funds."
Upon her return, Ruma found modest work in a garment factory
in her community. The income was still not enough to make ends
meet unfortunately. After a couple of months, she began to
entertain the idea of beginning her own clothing business. The
problem, however, was raising the capital required to cover the
initial investment.
At this point, she was identified by the IOM volunteer in her
community as a potential beneficiary of the Prottasha project.
Ruma was referred by the volunteer to the Reintegration Service
Centre (RSC) in Shariadpur District. In November 2021, Ruma
was officially registered as a Prottasha project beneficiary. Under
the project Ruma was provided with psychosocial counselling,
which helped her recover from the trauma she had experienced.

Since the project helped her with the start-up capital, Ruma has
managed to secure a small workshop as well as some sales space
where she manages to sell the clothes she makes. She earns more
than BDT 30,000 every month. Additionally, she has a financial
stake in a stationary business.
In addition, she sent her son, now 22 years old, to Saudi Arabia via
proper and regular channels. People who once thought of Ruma
negatively now view her as a strong and independent individual.
Ruma is completely self-sufficient at this point in her life.
Ruma said, “It was beyond my imagination that I would receive
such great help." "The in-kind assistance, counselling support and
training have all been vital to me rebuilding my life. For that, I am
very grateful to the Prottasha project," she added.

On the counselling, Ruma said, "I have no control over the events
of the past, and they continue to torment me. However, the
counselling sessions have enabled me to accept my circumstances
and find peace with them. I have finally come to terms with the
circumstances in which I found myself."
In addition, Ruma was able to undertake some entrepreneurship
and financial literacy training. Through the training, she became
more familiar with money management, as well as key business
processes. Importantly, Ruma was able to purchase the cloth
required to start her business with BDT 92,000 provided under
the Prottasha project.

Ruma suggested,
“Please never rely on a Dalal (middleman) while travelling to
another country. Only use regular migration channels.”

10
REINTEGRATION SERVICE
CENTER (RSC)
COVERING
64 DISTRICTS
Sylhet
Sirajganj
Tangail
Narshingdi
Dhaka
Cumilla
Munshiganj
Shariatpur
Noakhali
Khulna

PROJECT AREAS
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